
 1st stage

Use only labeled images to train the backbone network with cross entropy loss. 

 2nd stage

Predict pseudo-labels for unlabeled images.

Use D2 to train the network and optimize pseudo-labels together.

 repeat 2nd stage several times

 3rd stage

Finetune the network by pseudo-labels.
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 Major issues
- How to train deep network with the help of unlabeled data? 
- Why predictions are good candidates for pseudo-labels?
- Why pseudo-labels will become uncertain (flat) during training?

 We propose deep decipher (D2), a deep learning 

framework that deciphers the relationship between 

network predictions and pseudo-labels. D2 updates 

pseudo-labels by back-propagation.

 Within D2, we prove that pseudo-labels are exponentially 

transformed from the predictions.

 We prove that pseudo-labels will become flat during the 

optimization. To mitigate this problem, we propose a 

simple but effective remedy, repetitive reprediction (R2).
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An Illustrative Example
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Repetitive Reprediction

 An exponential link between pseudo-labels and predictions

 Loss function

 Pseudo-labels will become flat during the optimization

 Using the prediction to re-initialize the pseudo-labels several times during training D2.

 Benefits of R2: 

- Make pseudo-labels sharper and more accurate.

- Reduce the impact of equality constraint bias.

Experiments

 𝛼 = 0.1, 𝛽 = 0.3 in all experiments

 ImageNet

labeled: 128,000 unlabeled: 14,069,122

 CIFAR-100

labeled: 10,000 unlabeled: 40,000

 CIFAR-10

labeled: 4,000 unlabeled: 46,000

 Code

https://github.com/DoctorKey/R2D2.pytorch

 An equality constraint bias

MNIST & LeNet with 2D-FC


